Continues to provide the practical, stepwise guidance you’ve come to trust from The Washington Manual™ and has been fully updated to include current and practical approaches to the endocrine disorders most often seen in clinical consultation.

Features:
- Emphasis on key approaches to evaluation and treatment helps you hone diagnostic skills, broaden therapeutic options, and improve outcomes
- Core subject areas include diabetes, thyroid disease, pituitary disorders, and bone topics. Chapters on obesity, vitamin D, lipids, HIV/AIDS, and polyendocrine syndromes complement the core subjects
- Key points to remember in each chapter deliver vital diagnostic and treatment information
- Clinical pearls highlighted in bold let you benefit from the experience of seasoned clinicians

New to the third edition:
- Updated content addresses the latest developments in the pathophysiology and treatment of endocrine disorders
- Updated drug dosing information helps you keep pace with the latest indications and standards
- New chapter addresses inpatient management of diabetes
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